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"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Marvel Knights Spider-man #13-18."-- p. [2] of cover.
Collects Marvel Knights Spider-Man #1-4. A mysterious villain has discovered Spider-Man's secret identity...and is using the information to
slowly destroy everything and everyone that Peter Parker cares about. But how far will Spider-Man go to protect the people he loves?
Featuring Spider-Man's most fearsome foes and avenging allies!
Collects Black Bolt #1-6. The king of the Inhumans has been imprisoned! But where? Why has he been jailed? And who could be powerful
enough to hold the uncanny Black Bolt? The answers will shock you - and Blackagar Boltagon as well! For if he is to learn the truth, he must
first win a fight to the death against a fellow inmate: the Absorbing Man! As a prison revolt begins, Death's Head enters the fray - but is he
there to help, or to hunt? And who - or what - is the warden of this strange place? Whatever it is, the Jailer knows only penance and fear. And
soon, so will the Silent King! Award-winning sci-fi writer Saladin Ahmed crafts a story fit for the mind-bending art of Christian Ward!
Natasha Romanov has always led a life of adventure. First, she was a Soviet spy, fighting on the Cold War front line. She then defected to
the West, eventually becoming a super hero and an Avenger. Natasha has earned a reputation as a consummate professional, coldly
efficient and as deadly as her namesake. But now, her time as Black Widow may be running out. Yelena Belova, the new Black Widow,
seeks to claim the mantle she feels was stolen from her Motherland. COLLECTING: BLACK WIDOW (1999) 1-3, BLACK WIDOW (2001) 1-3
London detective Charlie Northern is a devout atheist, but when the pope's successor dies suddenly and mysteriously, he has no choice but
to step foot back in church. Sidestepping nefarious local politics and a crooked police force, Northern comes face to face with hundreds of
years of conspiracy and corruption in the seat of the world's wealthiest religion. Some signs point to the supernatural, but a good detective
knows the sins of man when he sees them. Collects the complete miniseries (issues #1-6).
A myth from the future. A quest to the stars. A legend written across galaxies. Guided by the other-dimensional Kree warrior called Marvel
Boy, the Inhuman Royal Family departs on an odyssey across all creation! Their mission: to search for lost secrets - and the last hope of their
people! The knowledge the Royals seek could change the course of Inhuman destiny, but it cannot be attained without cost...for at the end of
days, the Last Inhuman tells the tale of how seven left Earth for the stars, but only six returned! And sure enough, as the Royal Family exit the
solar system, they head straight into trouble - an oncoming Chitauri invasion of Earth! Plus, Black Bolt reveals something that could end their
mission before it even starts. The Inhuman "ResurrXion" begins here! COLLECTING: ROYALS #1-5, INHUMANS PRIME #1.
It's a gritty mutant murder mystery told by talented creator Brahm Revel (Guerillas)! Wolverine, Kitty Pryde and Rogue travel to a backwoods
town to save new mutants' lives. But their help may not be welcome - and the murderer may be closer to them than they think. In a small
cabin in the woods, the X-Men find a young mutant learning to control her powers...but she's not alone! As the X-Men are ambushed by a
horde of supervillains and two new mutants' powers begin to spiral out of control, can the X-Men save an entire town? Or, as infighting
threatens to pit teammate against teammate, will the scattered and manipulated X-Men fall to an army of foes ripped from their own minds?
What happens when your past comes back...to kill you? COLLECTING: Marvel Knights X-Men 1-5
As DEATHMATCH reaches its third act, the ultimate battle royale rumbles towards its bloody conclusion! The world’s greatest superheroes
are dying off left and right as a mysterious supervillain forces them to fight to the death in an other-worldly prison until there is but one victor.
Written by industry legend Paul Jenkins (SENTRY, INHUMANS) and drawn by comics superstar Carlos Magno (PLANET OF THE APES,
TRANSFORMERS), DEATHMATCH is a dark, psychological deconstruction of the superhero genre that Bleeding Cool called “How To Do It
Right.”

Daredevil and Spider-Man have, through the years, forged a strong working relationship, going so far as to trust one another with
their secret identities. In this titanic team-up, the Man Without Fear and the friendly neighborhood wall-crawler come together to
put a stop to a plan much darker, more evil then either could possibly imagine.
Meet the Uncanny Inhumans. MEDUSA! BLACK BOLT! TRITON! READER! HUMAN TORCH?! BEAST?! It's eight months later
and everything is different for the Inhumans. Medusa and Johnny Storm are an item. Black Bolt is running covert missions of his
own. And something so big happened between the Inhumans and the X-Men that Beast is now on the side of the Inhumans. And if
that's not enough, the most dangerous villain throughout Marvel's history is against them-KANG THE CONQUEROR. Don't miss
what the epic team behind DEATH OF WOLVERINE (Charles Soule and Steve McNiven) have in store for you. COLLECTING:
UNCANNY INHUMANS #0-4, FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2015 (INHUMANS STORY).
The Inhumans are one of Marvel's most enduring oddities. A race of genetic anomalies secluded on their island kingdom of Attilan,
their mutations are self-inflicted; as a coming-of-age ritual, each Inhuman exposes themselves to the Terrigen Mists that impart
unearthly powers - some extraordinary, some monstrous. But now, Attilan is under attack from without and within. Can the Royal
Family, led by the mute Black Bolt, repel the foreign invaders who assail their outer defenses, as well as the internal threat of
Black Bolt's insane brother, Maximus the Mad? Paul Jenkins and Jae Lee infuse one of Marvel's oldest families with a modern
sensibility - including international politics, class dissension and the age-old struggle of growing up. Dark and grimly compelling, it
remains one of Marvel Knights' most beloved stories. COLLECTING: Inhumans (1998) 1-12
It's an all-new Hulk epic spotlighting the unique talents of two rising stars, as Joe Keatinge (Glory) and Piotr Kowalski (Sex)
unleash the green goliath! An amnesiac Bruce Banner awakens on the banks of the Seine - and soon finds himself in a desperate
race through the streets of Paris! Who is hunting him, and how are they both transforming into grotesque Hulks? Someone wants
Banner's monstrous alter ego to do their bidding...but what happens when Banner doesn't know who the Hulk is, or how to unleash
him? Nikoleta Harrow, heir of A.I.M., has enslaved the Hulk - but she may have bitten off more than she can chew! It's a
mindbending mystery loaded with quirky cool action! Plus: the Hulk's classic debut by Stan Lee and Jack Kirby! COLLECTING:
Marvel Knights: Hulk 1-4, Hulk (1962) 1
While Peter Parker re-examines his life and his role as Spider-Man, he battles Sandman and comes to the realization that he is
partially responsible for the Sandman's condition, and he also tries to do stand-up comedy.
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Marvel Knights 2099"--P. [2].
Daredevil! Black Widow! Dagger! Shang-Chi! And...the Punisher?! What terrible evil could unite these vigilantes on a single
mission? Would you believe...Ulik the Troll?! As DD leads them deep underground in search of answers, is Ulik really the priority or is it taking down Frank Castle? How about helping Dagger's troubled partner Cloak? Could it be Zaran the Weapons Master,
who is leaving a trail of bodies in his wake? Or maybe it's the ancient menace that Zaran is working for! Whatever the biggest
problem faced by this vigilante team, only Moon Knight would be crazy enough to want in! Doctor Strange makes a house call as
the group faces a nightmarish enemy, while Widow takes Dagger under her wing. All this plus Nick Fury, Luke Cage, and the final
face-off between the Punisher and Daredevil! COLLECTING: MARVEL KNIGHTS (2000) 1-15
In the conclusion to the Marvel Knights Spider-Man super-story, the identity of Aunt May's abductor is finally revealed. But is that
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the villain who really pulls the strings? Things heat up as Spidey and the Black Cat face off against the might of the Sinister
Twelve. Holy cow, True Believers! Did we say twelve? Even with the tough-as-nails Black Cat by his side, how can the web-slinger
possibly defeat twelve of the most powerful super-villains on the planet? The roller-coaster ride that is Marvel Knights Spider-Man
picks up speed, riding a corkscrew to its conclusion! Collects Marvel Knights Spider-Man #9-12.

You're the greatest hero of the Marvel Universe - so why doesn't anyone remember you? Your name is Bob Reynolds.
You prefer cartoons over CNN. You drink too much, and you're 30 pounds overweight. You're afraid of heights and hate
crowds, and your wife blames you for your dog's moodiness. And you know you were once a super hero. You were the
Sentry. But then something terrible happened. Something that threatened all life on Earth. Something that caused your
best friend - Mister Fantastic, the leader of the Fantastic Four - to betray you. And now it's happening again - and the
Sentry must return. But at what cost? Join the acclaimed creative team of writer Paul Jenkins and artist Jae Lee for an
epic of both personal and cosmic proportions - an odyssey unlike any other seen in super-hero lore. Collecting: Sentry
1-5; Sentry: Fantastic Four, X-Men, Spider-Man, Hulk; Sentry vs. The Void
The 65 million year-old intelligent dinosaur known as Teknophage has begun to lose his grip on his awesome power over
untold universes and possibly what passes for his sanity. Has his insatiable lust for power lead to his ultimate downfall?
Complicating matters, and perhaps sensing his weakness, assassination plots are—once considered unthinkable—
happening more frequently. What are the plans of the mysterious Messalina, and the man known as the Freedom
Fighter? And what happens when, finally, Teknophage is assassinated? Is that really even possible?Who will rule
Kalighoul then? And who are Agnes and Johua? And what role do they play in all this madness?
Collects Avengers Annual #12, Inhumans (1998) #8, Thing (2005) #4 and material from Marvel Comics Presents (1988)
#68, Girl Comics (2010) #2, Original Sins #1. They say every dog has his day — and this is Lockjaw’s! The Inhumans’
prodigious pooch takes the lead, teleporting into amazing adventures! When the Avengers and Inhumans come to blows,
Lockjaw shows he has a nose for danger! With Attilan in turmoil around him, the colossal canine has his own agenda in
an all-time classic tale that could only be named “Woof!” What a revoltin’ development for the Thing when he spends the
day babysitting and dog-walking — with Lockjaw on the end of the leash, it’s slobberin’ time! Plus: The humongous
hound helps the homeless, has the Inhumans in dogged pursuit and goes digging for his Original Sin!
The world of Fablewood, where all of the stories that have ever been told live sidebyside, is a sinister place indeed!
Under the watchful eye of the dreaded Mister Grimm and his Think Police, Red Riding Hood and her Wolf must risk
everything to try and escape and find sanctuary in a mysterious place called the Real World.
Collects Inhumans (1998) #1-12. Attilan is under attack from without and within. Can the Royal Family, led by the mute
Black Bolt, repel the foreign invaders who assail their outer defense, as well as the internal threat of Black Bolt's insane
brother, Maximus the Mad?
Reed Richards. Sue Richards. Benjamin Grimm. Johnny Storm. They rocketed into outer space aboard an experimental
starship, the first humans to attempt interstellar travel. But a freak encounter with cosmic radiation altered their lives
forever, granting each amazing abilities! Now, Marvel's First Family finds its members divided - their unique powers
stretched to the absolute limit, their time-tested resolve pushed to the point of breaking. Each chapter of this
quintessential collection focuses on one member of the cosmic quartet as the team's greatest foes band together in an allout assault on the FF! Plus: In Grant Morrison's only other Marvel Knights story, superspy Nick Fury is targeted for death!
Collecting FANTASTIC FOUR: 1234 #1-4 and material from MARVEL KNIGHTS DOUBLE-SHOT #2.
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Eternals #1-7"--p. [2] of cover.
A king in training. A brother destined for madness. Journey back in time with superstar writer Christopher Priest and
witness the early days of the Boltagon legacy! When the king of the Inhumans is attacked, young Black Bolt and
Maximus spring into action to save their leader! But when Black Bolt loses control, what are the consequences for his
future kingdom - and his own family? It's a pivotal moment in Black Bolt and Maximus' lives...and a turning point for the
entire Inhuman race! Plus, the teleporting dog has his day as Lockjaw stars in his own uncanny adventures!
COLLECTING: INHUMANS: ONCE AND FUTURE KINGS 1-5
Ghostly hero Deadman inhabits those who need his help in order to achieve salvation himself, and after the cast and crew of a reality
television series survive a near-death experience, they gain entry to a world of magic and mysticism.
Residing on Earth inside the domed city of Attilan, this race of artificially-spawned beings must protect itself from vicious attack.
The adventures of Red and Mister Woof have only just begun. In Fablewood, all of the stories that have ever been told live side-by-side. But it
is an evil place, overseen by the awful Mister Grimm and his cadre of Think Police. Red and Woof want to escape to a world where their
friendship isn't prohibited, but nothing can prepare them for what lies ahead in the Dark Forest.
NEW TEAM! NEW DIRECTION! The return of Al Simmons, and the start of a brand new era for SPAWN! No one quite knows where Al's
been all this time, but it's clear he's come back a changed man. Wiser, stronger, and with the memories from an experience that's he's still
struggling to understand. Tucked away in a crime-ridden corner of New York City, he's beginning to forge new alliances, preparing defenses,
and testing out his newly acquired powers... because there's a battle coming, and it's something that makes the Heaven/Hell thing seem like
a petty squabble. So just who did Al piss off so badly while he was away? Paul Jenkins is the next writer of SPAWN. Comics veteran Jenkins
will be joining artist Jonboy Meyers starting with SPAWN: RESURRECTION, before the team takes over the regular series with SPAWN
#251!
The superhero battle royale you can't get from Marvel or DC! In the spirit of BOOM!'s flagship title, IRREDEEMABLE, this series appeals to
fans of superheroes looking for a smart take on a classic trope. A powerful and mysterious supervillain has imprisoned the world's greatest
superheroes, forcing them to fight to the death until there is but one victor. It's kill or be killed as we settle the score on all those hypothetical
superhero match-ups in the ultimate DEATHMATCH. The mystery of who their captor is, what his ultimate motivations are, and why these
heroes keep agreeing to the matches will drive readers from volume to volume! Written by industry legend Paul Jenkins (SENTRY,
INHUMANS) and drawn by comics superstar Carlos Magno (PLANET OF THE APES, TRANSFORMERS), DEATHMATCH is a dark,
psychological deconstruction of the superhero genre that can't be missed. This hard-hitting, emotional first volume collects the first four
issues of the smash hit comic series that introduces the audience to brand new superhero universe they won't be able to get enough of!
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Collects Magnificent Ms. Marvel (2019) #7-12. Kamala Khan really needs a break - but things don’t work like that for Ms. Marvel! Kamala’s
road trip with Zoe and Nakia gets derailed by literal corporate zombies! The villainous Monopoly has set his sights on our magnificent hero and his new recruits Discord and Lockdown are more than happy to deliver Ms. Marvel on a silver platter! And when disaster strikes
Kamala’s family, she and Bruno are drawn closer together than ever before. Are these two best friends about to become something more?
Or will Kamala’s duties as Ms. Marvel come between them? Plus: Doctor Strange’s skills are needed while Kamala tries to stop Mister
Hyde’s rampage through Jersey City. With her new suit, she may just have the power needed - but does it come with a terrible cost?
The best there is at what he does . . . Wolverine may be one of the toughest X-Men, but he's about to meet his match-the sinister Sabretooth!
Can the unstoppable Wolverine beat a mutant with the same sharp claws and healing powers?
Inhumans by Paul Jenkins & Jae LeeMarvel
A young forensics investigator finds his worldview turned upside down when a bizarre religious triple homicide introduces him to the Rulers,
godlike beings who have ruled humanity since the dawn of time. From writer PAUL JENKINS (SPAWN: RESURRECTION, The Inhumans,
Marvel Knights: Sentry) and artist HENDRY PRASETYA (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers), GOD COMPLEX: DOGMA is a unique spin on
ancient mythology with a focus on one manÍs journey of faith. Collects GOD COMPLEX #1-6
Will Morgan is a creature of habit—a low-budget insurance detective who walks to and from work with the flow of one-way traffic, and for
whom imagination is a thing of the distant past. When a job opportunity enters the frame in the form of the mysterious Mr. Dinsdale—curator of
the ever so slightly less-than-impressive Curioddity Museum—Will reluctantly accepts the task of finding a missing box of levity (the opposite
of gravity). What he soon learns, however, is that there is another world out there—a world of magic we can only see by learning to un-look at
things—and in this world there are people who want to close the Curioddity museum down. With the help of his eccentric new girlfriend Lucy,
Will will do everything he can to deliver on his promise to help Mr. Dinsdale keep the Curioddity Museum in business. Curioddity is Paul
Jenkins’ debut novel... exciting, fast-paced, and uncanny. A must-read.
It's an all-new Spider-Man event in the magnificent Marvel Knights style! From the haunted heights of a mysterious castle to the dizzying
depths of the deep seas, the Amazing Spider-Man has to take on not one, not six, not twelve - but ninety-nine of the Marvel Universe's
deadliest villains to save the lives of countless innocents! Matt Kindt (Mind MGMT) and Marco Rudy (Swamp Thing) bring you a defining hour
in the life of the webbed wonder in a race against time and a battle against evil. COLLECTING: MARVEL KNIGHTS: SPIDER-MAN 1-5
The powerhouse creative team of Mark Millar and Terry Dodson bring readers a hyper-realistic, action-packed look at Spider-Man - as
they've never seen him before! A mysterious villain has discovered Spider-Man's secret identity... and is using the information to slowly
destroy everything and everyone that Peter Parker cares about. But how far will Spider-Man go to protect the people he loves? Is he willing to
cross a boundary we thought we'd never see him cross? Featuring Spider-Man's most fearsome foes and avenging allies!
Witness the secret tragedies of Marvel's most secretive society: the Inhumans! Hidden from the eyes of the ancient Inhuman leaders, Queen
Medusa gives secret birth to King Black Bolt's son, Ahura -- but will the newborn heir apparent be a blessing or a curse? Then: be privy to the
revolt of the Inhumans' genetically bred servitors, the Alpha Primitives, and the creation of the god-like Trikon in the untold story that led to
the Fantastic Four's discovery of the Inhuman race. How was Medusa lost to the world of man, and how did Black Bolt's insane brother
Maximus the Mad usurp the throne? If you've read the Inhumans' classic Silver Age debut, you only know half the story! Guest starring
Quicksilver and the Fantastic Four! COLLECTING: Marvel Graphic Novel: The Inhumans, Inhumans: The Untold Saga
An amazing race of artificially-spawned beings, the Inhumans reside on Earth inside the fantastic domed city of Atillan. Here, as nowhere
else, diversity and individuality are prized beyond compare. Now, with humanity almost at their doorstep, this peaceful alien realm has fallen
under vicious attack. And although the blasts raining down on their kingdom are from without, the Inhumans are about to learn that their
greatest enemy lies within.
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